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STAPLER
SKIN STAPLER SYSTEM
The benefits are widely known and
accepted in human surgery: better
apposition of skin edges with better
cosmetic results, less reactivity of
stainless steel staples and significantly
faster wound closure with staples.
How to use the system
First approximate the skin edges in an
everted fashion to desired height.
Gently place the nose of the
instrument against the middle of the
incision. Squeeze the trigger
completely and release (failure to
completely squeeze the trigger can
result in incomplete staple formation
and insufficient wound
approximation). Repeat this
procedure, taking care to space the
staples evenly, until the incision is
completely closed. Check to ensure
staples are correctly formed (any
malformed staples should be removed
and replaced with a new staple).
Y4063

Y4061

SMI SKIN STAPLER
This skin stapler can be used for a
variety of skin closures. It is
ergonomic and user friendly, with a
clear view of operating site and is easy
to use in checking remaining staples.
Contains 35 staples (6,4 x 4mm)

Y4063

SURGICLOSE™
HANDLE/APPLICATOR
The handle is reusable and disposable
which allows for reloading of sterile
multi-feed staples. Extremely shallow
tissue channel and eversion assisting
design.
Y4061
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Y4062

SURICLOSE STAPLE CARTRIDGES
Staple cartridges are especially
designed to reduce the chance of
staples jamming. Skin staple after
closure is 6.65mm wide x 4.65mm
high, a better length for thicker animal
skin versus thin human skin. The 20
staples provided per staple cartridge
are sufficient for a 100-125mm
incision.

Y4060

STAPLE REMOVER
This versatile staple remover will
remove any brand of surgical staples,
simply and efficiently. The staple
removal tool removes staples by the
tip of the remover under each staple,
which saves time and provides
reliable, consistent performance.

Y4098

SURGIBOND
A N-butyl cyanoacrylate tissue
adhesive for:

[

Wound closure

[

For additional suture support

[

Stops bleeding

[

Protects against infections

[

Good visibility due to blue colour

[

Acts within seconds

[

No unnecessary sutures or dressings

[

Y4062

Y4060

Indicated for: lacerations, abrasions,
suture/ staple line sealing, tooth
extractions & oral surgeries
Y4098
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